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      Birzeit University is your scientific, practical, cultural and 

social home—examined closely, we find that this institution’s 

significant progress and prosperity is an offspring of the efforts of 

many responsible visionaries, a result of your giving, and gifts of 

previous generations. Your contributions will continue a tradition 

of status and distinction. I look forward to working together to 

achieve this goal.

Perhaps it is fortunate that Birzeit University is the oldest and most prestigious 
Palestinian university (its establishment parallels the beginning of modern Palestinian 
history). This distinction means that the university has always had to fight to survive, 
challenging the harshest conditions to provide excellence and quality in the midst of 
occupation and its effects on every aspect of Palestinian life. 

The university nevertheless strode confidently towards academic distinction. It has 
aimed at quality in education since its beginnings. Today, Birzeit occupies a leading 
position among Palestinian and the Arab universities, not only because it is one of the 
oldest institutions, but also because it is the most comprehensive. It achieves its aims 
and remains close to the community through industry and creativity.  

Birzeit University’s achievements are plenty, and it continues to benchmark education 
quality and quantity in Palestine. It contributes immensely to building Palestinian 
society via its many competent and professional graduates, and by enabling platforms 
for free thought and creation.

I am certain that Birzeit University, with its capacities, competence and reputation 
acknowledged locally and internationally, will keep moving towards a better future. To 
do that, however, and keep enhancing academic performance and providing up-to-
date programs and results, it needs your generosity. 

With your support, Birzeit University will answer society’s call and continue 
contributing to the development of the Palestinian state.   

F o r e w o r d 

Dr. KHaLiL HinDi, PrESiDEnT

Dr. Khalil Hindi, 
PresIdenT
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Ghassan Khatib
VIce PresIdenT of AdVAncemenT

manal Issa
AdVAncemenT dIrecTor

farsighted Palestinians, Arabs and our friends 
worldwide realize that investing in the education of new 
generations of Palestinians is the shortest and most 
effective way to help them cope with current difficulties, 
and the challenges of the future. It can also enable them 
to achieve their freedom. 

Therefore, we are proud that our relationship with our 
friends, graduates and supporters is our main source 
of strength. It helps us to move forward and maintain 
excellence in education, research and community 
service at Birzeit University.

We make the commitment that each donation gifted 
to our university will be used to build a prosperous and 
free future for our students and their families—and all 
of Palestinian society. 

It is wonderful to report that giving to Birzeit 
University increases year after year, continuing to 
enhance the excellent educational opportunities 
available to Palestinian youth. donors’ generosity 
enables our university to continue implementing its 
vision, as it was established 90 years ago.   

This past year was distinguished because the university 
expanded its efforts to attract gifts through the hard 
work of the development commission on the Board 
of Trustees, most notably of which was a fundraising 
event held in Amman to support the university’s 
doctoral program and to encourage giving to the 
university endowment. 

The Palestinian private sector also continued to 
support the university by enhancing its community 
contributions through major programs that support 
the academic atmosphere at the university. These 
include IfAd, which gives professors the opportunity 
to pursue their academic education and obtain 
a doctorate degree from prestigious universities 
abroad, subsequently bringing this knowledge home 
to Palestine. ZAmALAH, too, is a fellowship program 
that provides professors with opportunities for 
practical experience at related institutions.

GivinG To 
Birzeit University

organizational giving supported the development 
of academic infrastructure in the university. A gift 
from the United Arab emirates red crescent greatly 
enhanced the laboratories in both the science and 
engineering faculties, and supported needed upgrades 
to the university network. The Welfare Association 
supported scholarship programs for academically 
distinguished students who are in need. 

Also, friends of Birzeit University associations in 
Palestine, the United Kingdom and the U.s. made 
major contributions by attracting funds to support 
priority university projects and scholarships. 

These pages hold the second Giving report, 
published annually with the establishment of the 
Birzeit University Advancement office. on special 
pages, we honor scholarship supporters over the last 
ten years, 2002-2012. We hope to provide the same 
distinction in coming giving reports to all those who 
supported the university since it was established, 
thanking them for their generosity, upon which Birzeit 
University was built.
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2001

B i r z e i t 
FirST STEP on THE PaTH
I studied for a BA in media and sociology from 
Birzeit University between 1997 and 2001. 
Those four years were the best of my life. In 
the second year, my sister dima and I published 
our book on the education system in schools, 
as compared to those in universities. We found 
a huge difference between the spoon-feeding, 
stereotyping and prototyping of the first, as 
compared with the creative and free thinking 
encouragement found in the second. We 
decided not to forget about this or be silent. 

“Later, I discovered that a lot of universities 
teach like schools do, but that was not the 
case at Birzeit. It was a model of freedom of 
thought, knowledge, teaching and study. my 
teachers became my friends: nabil Khatib, 
daniela Khalaf, enaam obeidi and Aref Hijawi 
in the media center, majdi malki, randa 

naser and sharif Kanaaneh in the sociology 
department, and others not from the media 
circle. I haven’t forgotten mudar Kassis in 
the cultural studies department or Khitam 
sulieman in the Arabic Language department 
whose offices in which I spent hours and 
hours--equivalent to the hours I spent in 
classes. I used to ask them questions in their 
office hours and they lent me books and 
advised with further readings and never 
let my curiosity down despite the unstable 
political situation we all suffered from under 
occupation. In those four years, I read as 
much as I read in the years to follow until 
today… Birzeit library is the place dearest 
to my heart in the university. Birzeit was 
my school of life and the key to my career 
afterwards; it means real freedom of thought.

rawan damen
medIA & socIoLoGy 

JoUrnALIsT AT AL-JAZeerA neTWorK
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1993musa Haddid
EnginEEring
ramallah mayor (sincE 2012)

I started Birzeit University in 1983 and 
graduated in 1993 with a BA in engineering. 
I was imprisoned during this period and was 
very active in the student council during 
elections and in volunteerism. I am proud I 
studied at Birzeit and consider that period 
of my life the foundation of my character-
building. It sharpened my national feeling 
and intellect; it enhanced my belonging 
to our cause and society. In my opinion, 
Birzeit University increased and encouraged 
national belonging for an entire generation: 
our generation. students and teachers 
at that time had different relationships, 
personal relations--we were one family. our 
teachers were very considerate. They cared 

about our problems; they felt with us and 
shared everything with us. They were part 
of discussions and problems and concerns. 
The same applies to our relationship with 
the university administration. We felt that 
the university belonged to us, that we were 
a part of it, and so we discussed our issues 
with the administration with reason and 
aimed to find solutions in the public interest. 
nowadays, Birzeit is still bringing us together. 
I have mutual understanding with Birzeit 
University graduates, even if we were not 
friends and even if we are politically and 
intellectually different. I miss Birzeit and I will 
always support it.

i WiLL aLWayS SUPPorT 
B i r z e i t  U n i v e r s i t y
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1977 1994Asad sinokrot 
mATHemATIcs, GenerAL mAnAGer of sInoK-

roT comPAny for sAfeTy And secUrITy

rula maayah
BA In BIoLoGy, ToUrIsm mInIsTer (sInce 2012)

B i r z e i t
yoU PLanT LEaDErSHiP

B i r z e i t
WE arE HonorED
Birzeit University was the first Palestinian 
university; its establishment motivated the 
establishment of other universities in the 
country, which marked the beginning of 
educating tens of thousands of Palestinians. 
Without Birzeit, my generation especially 
the middle and lower classes, would never 
have had the chance to educate themselves, 
particularly in the 1970s. At Birzeit, we 
learned self-confidence, respect for others 
and belonging to our country. It has had the 
greatest impact on the success of many of 
our generation in their careers and lives. We 
are forever proud of being Birzeit University 
graduates.

There is no doubt that college life refines a 
person’s character and creates the basis of 
their future life. I, for one, experienced that 
during my study at the university and through 
my active role in the student council and the 
special relationship I had with the university 
administration and students, which impacted 
my character and contributed to the national 
leadership spirit I have now.
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GivinG iS... 
t h r i v i n g

The scholarship is my lifeline. I am not the only family member 
studying in university; that’s why the scholarship protects my dream of 
education, as it allows me to achieve my goal and study engineering. 
Getting my degree will give me a job and a chance to serve my country 
and pay back to those great organizations for helping me begin my life.

naser dalash
4TH yeAr, fAcULTy of enGIneerInG And TecHnoLoGy, mecHATronIcs

I was motivated by the scholarship to continue 
my studies and to try to get a higher grade 
point average. I am also motivated to achieve 
graduate degrees. Thanks to those who 
give and therefore encourage us, support 
education and Birzeit University.

Ala shahin
3rd yeAr, edUcATIon fAcULTy – edUcATIon 

for THe UPPer BAsIc LeVeL, mATHemATIcs 

rece ived  externally 
fUnded    scholarships

STUDEnTS892

for me, Birzeit is school as well as home--it is where my character 
developed significantly and I acquired academic skills. The scholarship I 
received for my first semester at the university saved me a lot of thought 
and physical trouble obtaining my tuition. The scholarship enabled me to 
become a regular student.

Ahmad maswada 

2nd yeAr, THe fAcULTy of LAW And GenerAL AdmInIsTrATIon, LAW mAJor

The scholarship helped me greatly; it 
covered a large part of my education 
costs and helped me register without any 
pressure. It changed a lot in my life and 
inspired  me to help others in the future

maram Bayatna
4TH yeAr, THe fAcULTy of ArTs, enGLIsH 

LAnGUAGe And LITerATUre- TrAnsLATIon

2013-2014
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The scholarship helped provide emotional comfort to me and my 
parents and reduced pressure from other family members who 
thought I should not go to university but seek my education in other 
institutions. 

female student

Giving for scholarships contributes to improving education in 
Palestine; it supports the university and the students who could 
not otherwise afford their education. It allows many who have few 
opportunities to continue their education. supporting students does 
not serve the students only, but serves the nation. We, the students 
are the future who will build our country and therefore we thank 
who gave to us and thus to the country.

male beneficiary of a student scholarship

In our family, we think highly of education. our land is occupied 
and we don’t have a lot of resources, therefore we consider the 
individual and his mind and education the real capital of Palestine. 
The Zalatimo family supports students who are willing to support 
others after their graduation. The scholarship has two main goals: 
to invest in human capacity and to support ongoing future giving by 
the students supported by the scholarship. my family members, the 
founders of this scholarship, were encouraged by my teaching role 
at the university and I was able to facilitate their communication 
with the administration, and with the students as well.

dr. Jamal Zalatimo
cIVIL ArcHITecTUre Professor 
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 e y e
on THE FUTUrE

development commission 
on THE BoarD oF TrUSTEES
left: Dr. ghassan Khatib, mr. samir oweida, Dr. anis Qasem, Dr. Khalil hindi ‘University President’, 
architect samir abdul hadi, Dr. ismail Zabri, mr. Waddah Barqawi and ms. manal issa

EnDoWmEnT & invESTmEnT
A strong and growing endowment creates long-lasting support for Birzeit University. It 
contributes to financial stability and protects the university from economic fluctuations 
and unstable funding. 

An endowed fund can be created through the Birzeit University General endowment, 
scholarship endowments and funds, or endowed Professorships. Interest generated 
from investment in these endowments provides continuous funding to support 
university needs. 

your continued support for endowed funds will ensure the growth of the endowment 
and help Birzeit University to meet its priority needs, without risk or austerity. By 
establishing endowments, donors help Birzeit University to flourish.  

Birzeit University serves a prominent role in Palestinian society that must not only 
be maintained, but evolved and advanced. Were it not for the financial support of 
generous donors, many of the talented Palestinians who are now major decision-makers, 
organizational leaders, opinion-makers, entrepreneurs, and academics in Palestine and 
abroad would have never made these impressive achievements. 

Without the munificence of generous individuals and foundations like you, Birzeit 
University would find it increasingly difficult to maintain its crucial role in society. 
contributing to the endowment helps Birzeit University to continue this proud tradition.
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my happiest moment was when Arabic medicine 
was successful in the Us and europe, like any other 
medicine. I was so happy and I wish Palestinian 
medicine to become international through the 
efforts of my Palestinian brothers. I endowed this 
institute to Birzeit in order to produce graduates 
who believe in good work and excellent medicine, 
and to help develop specialties in medicine in 
Palestine.

mr. sAmIH dArWAZA
founder of the Birzeit University medicine Institute, 
speaking at Birzeit University’s 39th graduation 
ceremony 

mr. darwaza’s support was not limited to funding 
the institute and its equipment, but also included 
a generous donation to the general budget of the 
university and public expenditures, which is rarely 
done by donors. samih answered the call because 
he knew the financial difficulties that were facing 
the university.

dr. HAnnA nAsser
chairman of the University Board of Trustees, 
speaking at Birzeit University’s 39th graduation 
ceremony

I visited Ghent University in Belgium to do research 
for two months. my visit was sponsored by the 
Zamalah program for academic and occupational 
development. It was a distinctive experience, 
including academia and research, but I also had 
the chance to participate in research meetings 
and meet several researchers from around 
the globe. some of these were experts and 
researchers in pharmaceutical manufacturing, 
where we discussed new technologies used, and 
exchanged ideas. I’ve been trained on technologies 
that are not used here in Palestine, which we 
are trying to incorporate at samih darwaza 
Institute for Pharmaceuticals and if possible 
other pharmaceuticals factories in Palestine. In 
addition, I have completed in cooperation with two 
professors from Ghent University a specialized 
study of furosemide medicament, completing 
numerous lab tests. It was a great chance that gave 
me distinguished knowledge.

dr. HAnI sHTAyA
faculty of nursing, Pharmacy and Health 
Professions 

 CommUniTy
c o n t r i B U t i o n s

ZamaLaH
The Zamalah Program was established in cooperation with the Bank of Palestine to contribute to fulfilling 
Birzeit University’s vision of enhancing education methodology and quality. Professors are sent to participate 
in the program to gain knowledge through specialized training and by exchanging expertise, in order to 
incorporate new methods and technology. 

iFaD
The IfAd program was established three years ago in partnership with Paltel Palestinian 
Group to dispatch university professors to complete their Phd studies at outstanding 
universities. The program has so far supported 13 professors from different departments, 
including computer science, architecture, electric engineering, geography, information 
technology, nursing, media and public administration. 

I am working on my Phd degree in electrical Power engineering at the University of 
Birmingham-UK and undertaking fundamental research in the field of integrated modular 
multilevel converters for battery electric vehicles. This research responds to the need 
for more resilient traction converters for battery electric vehicles in terms of modularity, 
fault-tolerance and cell balancing. The new converter, completely designed and built 
at the school of electronic, electrical and computer engineering at the University of 
Birmingham, is made up of elementary half-bridge modules connected as a double 
star to improve the lifetime of cells and the converter’s availability thereby reducing the 
incidence of vehicle breakdown and maintenance costs. The balancing control of the 
cells is integrated with the three-phase PWm control of the Ac traction motor and runs 
on fPGA real-time controller, avoiding completely the Battery management system. 
The converter enables a range of different modes (dc source to Ac load with back-up 
batteries, batteries to Ac load, Ac source to dc load with back-up batteries and Ac 
source to batteries) that can be useful for power conversion applications, such as electric 
traction, UPs, industrial drives, and so on.

mr. mAHrAn QUrAAn
Participant in IfAd program sponsored by PALTeL Palestinian Group

 Professor developing modular 
motor drives for electric cars
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GaLa DinnEr For
THE PHD ProGram in THE UnivErSiTy
a m m a n ,  j U n e  2 0 1 4
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e n h a n c i n g
THE aCaDEmiC inFraSTrUCTUrE 
Three main projects were implemented to 
enhance the academic infrastructure of Birzeit 
University through an initiative supported 
by the emirates’ red crescent society. This 
initiative responds to the university’s need 
to improve the academic infrastructure in 
order to cope with the increasing numbers 
of students and the facilities and campus. 
With increasing pressure on the university’s 
facilities, labs and the computer network and 
with the aim of supplying the basic needs of 
students, teachers and employees, enhancing 
the facilities is urgent in order to maintain 
academic standards.     

Birzeit University’s Network Core Upgrade 
project improved network availability and 
speed and reduced interruption periods 
by installing new network devices that 
support advanced protocols and high-speed 
data transmission. This allows students and 
teachers to reach network resources faster 
and without interruption in computer labs and 
classrooms. These new devices have improved 
security in the local network and the internet, 

securing the private network for all users, 
students and academic members, employees, 
guests of conferences and seminars and 
university guests. The project will soon 
provide several services such as outdoor Wifi 
through the “Bring your own device” project 
supporting laptops, tablets and smart phones. 
The next phase will also include the extension 
of optical fibers and additional network 
devices to avoid failure of service problems.

Rehabilitation of  the Faculty of  Science 
laboratories was undertaken in order to 
absorb additional undergraduate students 
in various disciplines. This project focused 
on improving the lab research capabilities, 
keeping them up-to-date with scientific 
developments. A unit for heavy laboratory 
equipment was established to support 
teaching and research by faculty members, 
researchers and graduate students at the 
faculty and to provide technical services 
to academic and non-academic institutions 
outside the university. 

Garden for students, donation from Mr. Samir Oweida
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Through the rehabilitation project, we 

obtained a compression machine to 

examine construction strength that is 

used in practical applications and in course 

teaching. The machine also gave us the 

capability to provide consultancy services 

to the community, offering certification 

of buildings and their use. This generates 

income for the department and assists 

contractors in their work. The machine is 

also important to students as it gives them 

the opportunity to practice the applications 

they learn before graduation while adding 

concepts to three laboratory disciplines in 

addition to the concrete technology course.

dr. merVAT BULBUL,
Head of the department of civil 

engineering

In the department of electrical and 

computer engineering, we used the UAe 

red crescent grant to create laboratories 

in the fields of communications, power 

and control, engineering simulation and 

electronics. The grant also provided devices 

that are used in more than one laboratory 

of the electrical engineering program. 

I can say that the electrical engineering 

program is very well equipped, enabling 

students to conduct experiments without 

any technological limitations. A number of 

professors have been trained in the proper 

use of these devices to enable them to 

teach these technologies and improve their 

academics. In addition, these laboratories 

help in improving scientific research on 

topics related to electric engineering and 

telecommunications and power. finally, 

these laboratories will encourage students in 

invention and exploration now that smart and 

innovative systems are available to them.

dr. IyAd TUmr
Head of the department of electrical and 

computer engineering

Laboratories for the department of 

mechanical engineering and mechatronics 

were provided by devices in two areas: 

power and mechatronics. some of these 

devices are for course teaching and others 

are for research. The mechatronics program 

is a new program at the university and the 

project provided devices both for teaching and 

experiments.

dr. moHAmmed QUrAeen
Head of the department of mechanical 

engineering and mechatronics

892

772

759

2014
2013
2012

GroWTH in nUmBEr oF STUDEnTS WHo 
rECEivED ExTErnaLLy FUnDED SCHoLarSHiPS

engineering faculty workshops
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Birzeit University friends Association - Palestine
“We see Birzeit University as a national symbol, 
an incubator for a pioneering generation of 
youth. We believe that a better future comes 
from better education and this is what Birzeit is 
providing. Birzeit University friends Association in 
Palestine encourages community work through its 
scholarships, since we believe in citizenship, belonging 
and giving; we also believe that community work 
helps the students by building their character and 
encouraging community responsibility. our goal 
and vision are to help keep Birzeit distinguished 
and on top. our success is related to the success 
and prosperity of the university. The association 
scholarship is open to new students in the beginning 
of every semester; it covers academic costs for 
students until they graduate, as long as they maintain 
good academic performance. Part of our scholarship 
program funding comes from another program we 
have called, “made by Birzeit University students.” Its 
workshop is located on the campus and is run by the 
association. It provides paying jobs for the students 
and its products are sold to the private sector.

sAmAH HAmed
A s s o c I AT I o n  d I r e c To r   

 FriEnDS oF THE
U n i v e r s i t y

Top right: samih sbaih, general manager of al Quds Bank - secretary, asad sinokrot, general manager of sinokrot company 

for safety and security - Vice President, omar El akkad, Director of adam Press - member, Khaled al-haj, Director general of 

shomou mall investment company - member, hassan abu shalbak, general manager of arabtic Jordana - member, munther 

Wadi, general manager of al arabiya contracting co. - Treasurer, samah hamed, association Director, samira hleileh, Deputy 

general Director of alnasher for Publishing and advertising - member, mohammed masrouji, alQuds Pharmaceutical company 

– chairman of the Board, nijmeh ghanem, ramallah municipality member and representative of the american Federation of 

ramallah - member

FriEnDS oF BirZEiT UnivErSiTy
p a l e s t i n e
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over the past 15 years, friends of Birzeit University – UK (fobzu) has secured over £1.6 
million from British and european funding agencies for essential development programs run 
by Birzeit University. This has included the provision of professional diploma programs in 
schools and family counseling, in collaboration with the centre for continuing education, 
in order to strengthen the professional skills of local mental health counselors and social 
workers. 

Working with UK parliamentarians, the media, universities and schools, fobzu also raises 
awareness about the many obstacles to education for Palestinians living under military 
occupation and campaigns for their rights to be upheld.

FriEnDS oF BirZEiT UnivErSiTy
U n i t e d  K i n g d o m

FriEnDS oF BirZEiT UnivErSiTy 
m i c h i g a n  U s a
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 scholarships
2013-2014
Abu murid scholarship

AHdAf organization scholarship 

Alaa salameh scholarship

Ali saadeddin scholarship

Allam Kanaan scholarship

Al-Zaytoonah society for youth 
development scholarship

Ameer Abu Ghazaleh scholarship

Amer Ayoub scholarship

American friends of Birzeit University 
scholarship

American Palestinian Local scholarship 
(A-PLUs Program)

Anonymous scholarship (repeated, 7)

Arab student Aid International (AsAI) - 
financial Aid

Arab Women organization – Palestine 
scholarship

Arf Human services network scholarship

Ayman sahli scholarship

Bullivant Arabia Limited scholarship

custody of the Holy Land scholarship

dar el-Tifl scholarship

dima damen scholarship

dr. Amal and Helena Kurban scholarship

dr. ralphe J. Bunche Leadership scholarship

faris saeed scholarship

fathi Abu rish scholarship

fattah charitable scholarship of silwad 

franciscan foundation of the Holy Land 
scholarship ffHL

friends of Birzeit University - Palestine 
scholarship

Genral Union of Palestinian Women (G.U.P) 
scholarships

George nasra scholarship

Hani Qadumi foundation scholarship

Health development Information and Policy 
Program scholarship

Hoping foundation scholarship

Huda Abdullah Tawil scholarship

Iftikhar Badran scholarship

In memory of mahmoud Abu Arafeh scholarship

Khalil shammas scholarship

Kjersti and eli scholarship

Kuwaition for AlQuds scholarship - through 
Welfare Association

Latin Patriarchate of Jerusalem scholarship

marianne Weber scholarship

massar International scholarship

mazen Al-sharif scholarship 

middle east children’s Alliance scholarship

middle east Trading company scholarship

mohamad Bin Hamad Al-Thani scholarship 

mohammad Abdul Qavi and mazin Qumsiyeh 
mA scholarship 

mohammad Abdul Qavi and mazin Qumsiyeh 
scholarship

mohammed nabil Abdel majid scholarship

mr. Hashem Asad and ms suheir Al ‘asi 
scholarship

mr. musa And mrs. suhaila naser scholarship

mr. said Khoury scholarship

nabila Abu Hantash scholarship 

najjad Zeenni scholarship

norwegian support Group of Palestinian 

Women scholarship

omar Abdulhadi scholarship

PAdIco HoLdInG scholarship 

Palestinian economic council for development 
& reconstruction (PecdAr) scholarship

PalTel Group foundation scholarship

rahsid Khalil Areikat students Aid foundation 
scholarship

rateb Abu Hijleh scholarship for math students

samer Jaghoub scholarship

samia nasr scholarship

samir Aweidah scholarship

sheikh saeed Al Khatib, Imam & Khatib Al Aqsa 
mosque, yarhamhu Allah scholarship 

sorouh Alulamaa scholarship

sufyan musleh Timber Trading co. scholarship

Talal Al Zaher scholarship

The children of the deceased Haj mahmoud 
Jawhar scholarship

The Kuwaiti society for student support 
scholarship - through Al-Zaytoonah society for 
youth development

The Palestinian - American Women Association 
of southern california (PAWA) scholarships 

Torill eide scholarship

Um omar and shakour Abu Ghazaleh 
scholarship – through Welfare Association

United Holy Land scholarship

United Palestinian Appeal scholarship

United states organization for medical and 
educational needs (Us omen) scholarship

Zalatimo scholarship

Ziadeh shamieh scholarship
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A child, A Promise organization scholarship

Abdallah yabroudi scholarship

Adel s. Zagha scholarship

Adela every scholarship

Advancement for Palestinian youth endowed 
scholarship 

AHdAf organization scholarship

Al Quds students & youth society scholarship

Al Zakah committee of Jerusalem scholarship

Altushkin foundation scholarship

Al-Zaytoonah society for youth development 
scholarship

America- mideast educational and Training 
services Inc. - AmIdeAsT scholarship

American federation of ramallah Human service 
scholarship

American University of cairo AUc endowed 
scholarship 

Anabtawi Group Investment & development 
scholarship

Anonymous donor scholarship (friends of Birzeit 
University) 

Anonymous scholarship - UK 

Asma Hishmeh mathematics scholarship

Azeez shaheen Trust scholarship 

Birzeit municipality scholarship

Birzeit Pharmaceutical company scholarship

Birzeit society in America scholarship

canaan scholarship 

caritas Jerusalem scholarship

city of sunder Land college & friends of Birzeit University

clark Annual scholarship

corner stone Property management scholarship

custody of the Holy Land scholarship

dr. musa & mrs. suhaila nasir scholarship

dr. raja Tarazi scholarship

dr. ralphe J. Bunche Leadership scholarship

east Kent Justice for Palestine scholarship

edward Greenwood scholarship

elia constandy nuqul endowed scholarship

fiona Leach scholarship

fisal Awadallah scholarship

friends of Birzeit University - Kuwait scholarship

friends of Birzeit University scholarships (foBZU) – Kuwait 

Genral Union of Palestinian Women (G.U.P) scholarship

Hani Qadumi foundation scholarship

Hassan Abdallah memorial endowed scholarship

Health development Information and Policy Program 
scholarship

Hoping foundation scholarship

Ibrahim Aroury endowed scholarship

Iftikhar Badran scholarship

In memory of dr. salem Khamis scholarship

In memory of Heather Beagan 

In memory of mahmoud Abu Arafeh 

Inash el-Usra society scholarship

Jawhar family scholarship

John & martha Tippler scholarship

Ladah foundation endowment

Lana Abdul Wahed, rahimha Allah scholarship

mahmoud Awwad scholarship

martin Tock scholarship

martyer omar Abdulhaleem scholarship

micheal dark scholarship

middle east children Alliance scholarship

mohamad Abu AL Thaher scholarship

mohammad Abdul Qavi and mazen Qumsieh 
scholarship  

mohammad dawood scholarship

mr. mohammad masrouji scholarship

mrs. dima Hassan scholarship

mrs. Lena saleh scholarship

munib rasheed Al-masri endowed scholarship 

munther farah endowed scholarship

najjar family scholarship

PAdIco HoLdInG scholarship

Palestine education foundation scholarship

Palestine Investment fund scholarship

Palestine securities exchange market scholarship

Paltel Group foundation scholarship

Patric newton scholarship - in memory of James Graff

Peter Holiday scholarship

Professor michel Jeanneret scholarship

raghda mango scholarship

ramallah & Al Bireh Governorate scholarship

rashid Khalil Areikat students Aid foundation 

scholarship

rasmiya Barghothy scholarship

renee Khoury endowed scholarship 

ruth Burn scholarship

salma osama Tuqan scholarship 

samira & Khalil sayej scholarship

seeds of Hope organization scholarship

sharen Green Group scholarship

sheikh saeed Al Khatib, Imam & Khatib Al Aqsa mosque, 
yarhamhu Allah scholarship 

sorouh Alulamaa scholarship

Talal nasser Al din scholarship

The Interfaith council for Peace in the middle east of 
northeast ohio scholarship

The Late Hamd Abudllattif Thunayan Alghanem 
scholarship

The Palestinian - American Women Association of 
southern california (PAWA) scholarship

Tom Hurndall scholarship

Trust International Insurance company scholarship

United Holy Land fund scholarship

United Palestinian Appeal scholarship

Universities & Institutes Graduates Associations of silwad 
scholarship

Vivian Karam scholarship

Wakalet Bayt al mal scholarship

Women’s studies center scholarship

yousef niwas endowment

Zalatimo family scholarship

scholarships 2002-2012
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UAe red crescent mr. samih darwazah

mr. samir naim Abdul Hadi

mr. Azeez shaheen

mr. Zuheir Alami

mr. Abdul mohsin Qattan

 shakour Abu Ghazaleh family-
through Welfare Association

mr. samir Adel Aweidah

Anonymous

HH sheikh mohamad Bin Hamad Al-
Thani

mr. naseeb shaheen

mr. Talal shair

mr. salim edde

mr. ramiz Hakim

 The Kuwaiti society for student
 support- through Al-Zaytoonah
society for youth development

  $ 4,999,999 – $ 1,000,000   $ 999,999 – $ 500,000   $ 499,999 – $ 100,000

PalTel Group foundation

friends of Birzeit University - Palestine

Bank of Palestine

mr. najjad Zeenni

mr. Tarek Aggad

mr. Khalil shammas

custodia di Terra santa

mr. Hashem Hashem

Wataniya mobile

  $ 99,999 – $ 35,000

honorLiST   2013-2014
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middle east children's Alliance

ms. Torill eide

ms. Zina Jaradneh

Jordan express Tourist Transportation 
company (JeTT)

sayegh Group

Jordan Kuwait Bank

mr. Issam samarah

mrs. Intisar & mr. mohammad Jardaneh

dr. Hanna nasir

Gms Holdings co

George & sami Khoury & company GsK

mr. farouq Zuaiter

Bank Al etihad

mr. Abd Almalek Jaber

Housing Bank for Trade & finance

Pharmacy one company

nuqul Group

mr. mohammad saffouri

Hikma Pharmaceuticals company

ernst & young company

mr. shukri Al-nabulsi

mr. Alaa salameh

mr. mohamed Abu Issa

Al-Zaytoonah society for youth 
development

Jerry & rasmieh fattah charitable 
foundation

mrs. samia nasr And mr. Haseeb Bishara

mr. Abed el-fattah Tawil

mr. firas Baker

American federation of ramallah, Palestine 
(Arf)

Anonymous 

mr. mazen Al-sharif

V & V marketing communication co. Ltd.

safad engineering & electronics company

BcI company

mr. samer Jaghoub

mr. Ali saadeddin

mr. Allam Kanaan

mr. mohammed nabil Abdel majid

United Holy Land fund

siniora food Industries company

custody of the Holy Land

mr. murid Al-Qudwa

mr. omar Abdulhadi

mr. faris saeed

 America- mideast educational and Training
services Inc. - AmIdeAsT

farouk systems company - cHI Palestine

Anonymous

mr. Amir Abughazaleh

mr. Adnan Kerish

  $ 34,999 – $ 15,000

sheikh saeed Al Khatib, Imam & Khatib Al 
Aqsa mosque, yarhamhu Allah

Hani Qadumi foundation

mr. mohammad Abdul Qavi and mr mazen 
Qumsieh

A. m. Qattan foundation

dr. Ayman sahli

dr. salwa Khouri

Arab student Aid International (AsAI)

Anonymous

Kuwaition for AlQuds - through Welfare 
Association

ms. subhiya ma'ani

United Palestinian Appeal

mr. musa naser

Zalatimo family

Palestinian economic council for 
development & reconstruction PecdAr

mr. Amer Ayoub

Bayti real estate Investment company

Palestine development and Investment 
company - PAdIco HoLdInG

  $ 14,999 – $ 5,000   $ 14,999 – $ 5,000   $ 14,999 – $ 5,000

honorLiST   2013-2014
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.Abaad Building General contractor co

Latin Patriarchate of Jerusalem

 Health, development, Information and
Policy Program

Arab Women organization - Palestine

mr. George nasra

solutions for development consulting co

mr.Talal Al Zaher

mr. samih Abdul samad

ms. nabila Abu Hantash

mr.Wael Abu Arafeh

Bullivant Arabia Limited company

mr. fathi Aburish

mrs. nada Abd Al-Kader

riwaq foundation

mr. Waleed Ibrahim AlKhalidi

mr. saad Abdul Hadi

mr. rudain Kawar

mrs. randa Alsalti & mr. saeed Alhuneidi

Quds Bank

mr. nabil Ismail

mr. mustafa and mrs. suhair miqdadi

mr. meshal Abu shkaidem

mr. mazin nashashibi

mr. Khaled salaymeh

Karmel Group

Jordan Insurance company

Jordan commercial Bank

mr. Jafar Hijjawi

mr. Hussam Khoury

foursan company

BLom Bank

mr.Ayman Abu Hijleh

Arab medical center

 United states organization for medical and
(educational needs(Us omen

The Greater mHnG Valley Grocery

mr. fahmi Abu Ali

AHdAf organization

consolidated contractors company – Pal-
“estine “ccc

 Palestinian American Women's Association
(of southern california (PAWA

mr. Ziad Anabtawi

mr. As'ad sa'id Abdul-Karim sinnokrot

mr. Jafar Hadib

mr. Zahi Almasri

  $ 4,999 – $ 3,000   $ 2,999 – $ 1,500   $ 2,999 – $ 1,500   $ 2,999 – $ 1,500

honorLiST   2013-2014

Hoping foundation

Basel Badran and family

mrs. marianne Weber

mr. elias shamieh
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ms. mary nazzal

mr. Jamal Latouf

mr. yousef Al-Barghouthi

rashid Khalil Areikat students Aid 
foundation

mr. sami nasr and mrs daad Husseini

ms. ehsan shehabi

Arab Bank

mr. Talal nasser Al din

mr. samir Hulileh

ramallah municipality

Palestinian Investment fund

nabali & fares for real estate

mr. masood deis

Juzoor organization for Health and social 
development

mr. Jameel Abu saada

Jaffa.net computer systems company

faisal Husseini foundation

dr. ralphe J. Bunche Leadership Award

Board of Trustees of Birzeit University

Anonymous

mr. Ibrahim Almani

Genral Union of Palestinian WomenG.U.P

American friends of Birzeit University

ms. dima damen

mrs. rula & reem Abu Kishek

mrs. fatima Alhusseini

sorouh Alulamaa

mr. sufyan musleh

mr. Khaled Al-omari

norwegian support Group of Palestinian 
Women

ms. Amal Al-Azzeh

mrs. rula dajani

mr. Ghasan Al-Khatib

mr. Adel maraqa

dar Al-Tifel Al-Arabi organization

mrs. nadia Hidmi

mr. sam Bahour

mr. saed Al-Atari

mrs. rawan Hilmi Al Araj

media development center

mr. Hazem nusseibeh

cool net company

chamber of commerce and Industry 
ramallah & Al-Bireh Gov.

Badawi Information systems company

Babil soft company

mr. Awad Juma

Anonymous

Lajee center

mr. Arafat Khalaf

Anonymous

Anonymous

mrs. rula Qamhawi

Palestine real estate Investment company 
PrIco

midas company

mr. marwan nassar

mrs. majida Allabadi

mr. Alaa Abd AlJawad and mr suhail salti

mr. Ahmad m. Latouf

ms. Widad Kawar

mr. Waddah Barkawi

mr. salah AlBashir

mr. ramiz Barghouthi

  $ 1,499 – $ 500   $ 1,499 – $ 500   $ 1,499 – $ 500   $ 1,499 – $ 500

honorLiST   2013-2014
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ms. sahar alhuneidi

anonymous 

anonymous 

mrs. Kinda al-haj ibrahim

mr. yazan Tabakhi

ms. hiba abu saud

mr. mohammad salameh

mr. abbad sbitan

mr. ahmad abu hanieh

mrs. nuha al masri aqeel

mr. Karim al-hajal

mr. hatem hussien shihab

mr. iyad rafidi

mr. rasmi awad mataria

mrs. abeer aboushi

mrs. samar ayoub

mr. ahmad Ebied

ms. Widad rashid Khader

mrs. nibal Thawabteh

ms. manal issa

mrs. ghada ibrahim rabah

mr. imad al- asfar

mr. Tareq al Disi

mr. Zakaria musleh

mrs. riham mohammad

ms. rand abdelhadi

mr. ra'ed naser

mr. ibrahim Khalil Far'own

mr. ahmad mohammad harb

  $ 499.9 – $ 100   $ 99.9 – $ 5  $ 499.9 – $ 100

honorLiST   2013-2014

mr. mahmoud Jawhar

anonymous 

ms. Faten Zahra

mr. amjad abu hussein
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a. m. Qattan Foundation

abaad Building general contractor co.

mr. abbad sbitan

mr. abd almalek Jaber

mr. abdul mohsin Qattan

mr. abed El-Fattah Tawil

ms. abeer aboushi

mr. adel maraqa

mr. adnan Kerish

ahDaF organization

mr. ahmad abu hanieh

mr. ahmad Ebied

mr. ahmad m. latouf

mr. ahmad mohammad harb
mr. alaa abd alJawad and mr suhail 

salti
mr. alaa salameh

mr. ali saadeddin

mr. allam Kanaan
al-Zaytoonah society For youth 

Development
ms. amal al-azzeh

mr. amer ayoub
america- mideast Educational and 

Training services inc. - amiDEasT
american Federation of ramallah, 

Palestine (arF)
american Friends of Birzeit University

mr. amir abughazaleh

mr. amjad abu hussein

anonymous (repeated 14)

arab Bank

arab medical center

arab student aid international (asai)

arab Women organization - Palestine

mr. arafat Khalaf

mr. as'ad sa'id abdul-Karim sinnokrot

mr. awad Juma

mr. ayman abu hijleh

mr. ayman sahli

mr. azeez shaheen

B
Babil soft company

Badawi information systems company

Bank al Etihad

Bank of Palestine

mr. Basel Badran and Family

Bayti real Estate investment company

Bci company

Blom Bank

Board of Trustees of Birzeit University

Bullivant arabia limited company

C

chamber of commerce and industry - 
ramallah & al-Bireh gov.

consolidated contractors company – 
Palestine “ccc”

cool net company

custodia Di Terra santa

custody of the holy land

D
Dar al-Tifel al-arabi organization

ms. Dima Damen

Dr. ralphe J. Bunche leadership award

E
ms. Ehsan shehabi

mr. Elias shamieh

Ernst & young company

F
mr. Fahmi abu ali

Faisal husseini Foundation

mr. Faris saeed

contriBUtors  2013-2014

A A A-B C-D-E-F
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د

Farouk systems company - chi 
Palestine

mr. Farouq Zuaiter

ms. Faten Zahra

mr. Fathi aburish

ms. Fatima alhusseini

mr. Firas Baker

Foursan company

Friends of Birzeit University - Palestine

G
genral Union of Palestinian Women- 

g.U.P
george & sami Khoury & company gsK

mr. george nasra

ms. ghada ibrahim rabah

mr. ghasan al-Khatib

gms holdings co

H
hani Qadumi Foundation

mr. hanna nasir

mr. hashem hashem

mr. hatem hussien shihab

mr. hazem nusseibeh
health, Development, information and 

Policy Program
ms. hiba abu saud

hikma Pharmaceuticals company

hoping Foundation

housing Bank for Trade & Finance

mr. hussam Khoury

I
mr. ibrahim almani

mr. ibrahim Khalil Far'own

mr. imad al- asfar

ms. intisar & mr. mohammad Jardaneh

mr. issam samarah

mr. iyad rafidi

J
mr. Jafar hadib

mr. Jafar hijjawi

Jaffa.net computer systems company

mr. Jamal latouf

mr. Jameel abu saada
Jerry & rasmieh Fattah charitable 

Foundation
Jordan commercial Bank

Jordan Express Tourist Transportation 
company (JETT)

Jordan insurance company

Jordan Kuwait Bank
Juzoor organization for health and 

social Development
K

mr. Karim al-hajal

Karmel group

mr. Khaled al-omari

mr. Khaled salaymeh

mr. Khalil shammas

ms. Kinda al-haj ibrahim
Kuwaition for alQuds - through Welfare 

association
L

lajee center

latin Patriarchate of Jerusalem

M
mr. mahmoud Jawhar

ms. majida allabadi

ms. manal issa

ms. marianne Weber

mr. marwan nassar

ms. mary nazzal

contriBUtors  2013-2014

F-G G-H-I I-J K-L-M
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mr. masood Deis

mr. mazen al-sharif

mr. mazin nashashibi

media Development center

mr. meshal abu shkaidem

midas company

middle East children's alliance

hh. mohamad Bin hamad al-Thani

mr. mohamed abu issa
mr. mohammad abdul Qavi and mr 

mazen Qumsieh
mr. mohammad saffouri

mr. mohammad salameh

mr. mohammed nabil abdel majid

mr. murid al-Qudwa

mr. musa naser

mr. mustafa and mrs. suhair miqdadi

N
nabali & Fares for real Estate

mr. nabil ismail

ms. nabila abu hantash

ms. nada abd al-Kader

ms. nadia hidmi

mr. najjad Zeenni

mr. naseeb shaheen

ms. nibal Thawabteh
norwegian support group of Palestinian 

Women
ms. nuha al masri aqeel

nuqul group

O
mr. omar abdulhadi

P

Palestine Development and investment 
company - PaDico holDing

Palestine real Estate investment 
company Prico

Palestinian american Women's 
association of southern california 

(PaWa)
Palestinian Economic council for 

Development & reconstruction PEcDar
Palestinian investment Fund

PalTel group Foundation

Pharmacy one company

Q
Quds Bank

R
mr. ra'ed naser

ramallah municipality

mr. ramiz Barghouthi

mr. ramiz hakim

ms. rand abdelhadi

ms. randa alsalti & mr. saeed alhuneidi
rashid Khalil areikat students aid 

Foundation
mr. rasmi awad mataria

ms. rawan hilmi al araj

ms. riham mohammad

riwaq Foundation

mr. rudain Kawar

ms. rula & ms. reem abu Kishek

ms. rula Dajani

ms. rula Qamhawi

S
mr. saad abdul hadi

mr. saed al-atari
sheikh saeed al Khatib, imam & Khatib 

al aqsa mosque, yarhamhu allah

contriBUtors  2013-2014

M M-N-O P-Q-R R-S
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safad Engineering & Electronics 
company

ms. sahar alhuneidi

mr. salah alBashir

mr. salim Edde

ms. salwa Khouri

mr. sam Bahour

ms. samar ayoub

mr. samer Jaghoub

mr. sami nasr and mrs Daad husseini

ms. samia nasr and mr. haseeb Bishara

mr. samih abdul samad

mr. samih Darwazah

mr. samir adel aweidah

mr. samir hulileh

mr. samir naim abdul hadi

sayegh group

shakour abu ghazaleh Family- through 
Welfare association

mr. shukri al-nabulsi

siniora Food industries company

solutions for Development consulting co

sorouh alulamaa

ms. subhiya ma'ani

mr. sufyan musleh

T
mr. Talal al Zaher

mr. Talal nasser al Din

mr. Talal shair

mr. Tarek aggad

mr. Tareq al Disi

The greater mhng Valley grocery
The Kuwaiti society for student support- 
through al-Zaytoonah society For youth 

Development
ms. Torill Eide

U
UaE red crescent

United holy land Fund

United Palestinian appeal
United states organization For medical 

and Educational needs(Us omEn)
V

V & V marketing communication co. ltd.

W
mr. Waddah Barkawi

mr. Wael abu arafeh

mr. Waleed ibrahim alKhalidi

Wataniya mobile

ms. Widad Kawar

ms. Widad rashid Khader

Y
mr. yazan Tabakhi

mr. yousef al-Barghouthi

contriBUtors  2013-2014

S S-T U-V-W-Y Z

Z
mr. Zahi almasri

mr. Zakaria musleh

Zalatimo Family

mr. Ziad anabtawi

ms. Zina Jaradneh

mr. Zuheir alami
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$742,189.05

$599,120.73

$202,418.16

$1,422,732.15

$252,291.16

$189,933.21

$100,000.00

$2,531,753.02

N O R W A Y

K U W A I T

Q A T A R

U N I T E D  E M I R A T E S

S A U D I  A R A B I A
U N I T E D  S T A T E S  
O F  A M E R I C A

U N I T E D  K I N G D O M

L E B A N O N

O M A N

P A L E S T I N E

J O R D A N

$8,210.84

$264,594.21

$140,978.42

contriBUtors  2013-2014
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contact Us at:

advancement office
Birzeit University
Telfax: +970 2 2982065
Email: advancement@birzeit.edu
B.o. Box 14, Birzeit 71939
Palestine

for contriBUting from 
U.s.a, please contact:

mr. K. Fred ajluni, J.D.
attorney and counselor
K & s mall
1800 West 14 mile road, suite c
royal oak, michigan 48073
Usa

thanKyoU
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THANKYOU
ANNUAL GIVING REPORT

ADVANCEMENT OFFICE - BIRZEIT UNIVERSITY


